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The	Reactor	CEvNS	Detector	Conundrum	

															Low	Background	
–  Con%nuous	beam,	

cannot	use	duty	cycle	to	
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–  On	–	Off	subtrac%on	
not	trivial	

–  Ideal:		Event-by-event	
discrimina%on	ala	WIMP	
searches	
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Bubble	Chambers	
•  Superheated	Target	

–  CF3I,	C3F8,	…	

•  Par%cle	interac%ons	
nucleate	bubbles	

•  Cameras	and	acous%c	
sensors	capture	bubbles	

•  Chamber	recompresses	
aber	each	event	

3 

2.1  Bubble Chamber Overview 

The PICO Collaboration, product of the recent merger between COUPP and PICASSO, uses superheated 
fluids to search for WIMP dark matter.  The baseline PICO detector is a bubble chamber filled with a 

target liquid (C3F8 or CF3I) and run in a moderately superheated state where it is sensitive to the low 

energy nuclear recoils from WIMP scatters but completely insensitive to recoiling electrons and minimum 

ionizing particles, eliminating the gamma and beta backgrounds that plague most dark matter direct 
detection experiments.  A WIMP scatter creating a nuclear recoil over the energy threshold set by the 

temperature and pressure of the chamber creates a single macroscopic bubble. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the typical COUPP or PICO bubble chamber.  The superheated fluid is 
contained in a synthetic silica bell jar.  This jar plus the attached bellows assembly form a clean, sealed 

inner volume, with a buffer fluid (typically water) filling the space above the superheated target.  The 

inner vessel is immersed in a pressure vessel filled with hydraulic fluid.  The bellows on the inner vessel 
serve to balance the pressure between the inner vessel fluids and the hydraulic fluid, preventing any 

differential pressure from building across the wall of the silica vessel. 

Cameras mounted outside the pressure vessel continuously capture stereo images of the target fluid, 

providing both the primary trigger on bubble nucleation and the 3-D position of the event.  On this trigger 
acoustic transducers record the ultrasonic emission from the bubble formation, and the chamber rapidly 

compresses to a non-superheated state, re-condensing the bubble vapor.  Following a ~30 second settling 

time the chamber re-expands to the superheated state, arming for the next event.  Despite this reset period, 
the currently operating COUPP-60 experiment is live >85% of the time when taking physics data. 

Although beta-decays and gamma-interactions will not nucleate bubbles in the superheated fluid, an 

alpha-decay in the fluid will create a single bubble.  This bubble, however, has ~4x greater acoustic 
emission than a bubble nucleated by a nuclear recoil (see Fig. 3).  This effect was first seen by the 

PICASSO Collaboration in superheated droplets [23], and has since been confirmed in COUPP bubble 

chambers [24][8].  The discovery of acoustic alpha discrimination has transformed the bubble chamber 

into a potentially background-free technology for dark matter detection. 

   
Figure 2:  (Left) Schematic of a typical COUPP or PICO bubble chamber showing the target fluid (C3F8 
or CF3I), buffer fluid (water) and hydraulic fluid volumes.  (Right) Stereo images taken from the 

COUPP–60 data, showing the 18-liter CF3I target and a neutron-induced 5-bubble event from an AmBe 

calibration source. 
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Bubble	Chamber	Thermodynamics	
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Nuclear	Recoil	Response	
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NU	Xenon	Bubble	Chamber	
–  30-gram	xenon	target	
–  25-psia,	–38oC	
ET	=	0.5	keV	

–  Single	fluid	(no	buffer)	
–  IR	illumina%on	for	
cameras	

–  IR-blind	PMT	(R6834)	for	
175nm	scin%lla%on	
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Nuclear	Recoil	Event	
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NR	Threshold	vs	Thermodynamic	Threshold	
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•  88Y-Be(γ,n):	152	keV	
neutrons	
– Max	4.7	keV	xenon	
recoil	

–  Bubble	nuclea%on	by	
ET	=	2	keV	

•  207Bi-Be(γ,n):	94	keV	
neutrons	
– Max	2.9	keV	xenon	
recoil	

–  Bubble	nuclea%on	by	
ET	=	1	keV	
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•  Cri%cal	parts	
arriving	now	

•  Construc%on	at	
FNAL	in	2019	

•  Commissioning	
and	Calibra-on	in	
2020	



Physics	with	an	Argon	Bubble	Chamber	
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If these thresholds can indeed be achieved while maintaining insensitivity to backgrounds, the 
impact on both WIMP and CEvNS detection would be enormous. A 100-eV argon recoil 
detection threshold extends WIMP sensitivity to masses an order of magnitude lower than xenon 
TPCs (LZ), while the scalability and discrimination of the bubble chamber technique enables 
much larger background-free exposures than SuperCDMS-HV. The WIMP sensitivity of a 5-liter 
chamber (the proposed size for this LDRD) with a 1-year exposure and only the coherent 
neutrino scattering background is shown in Fig. 2, along with the reach of a ton-year exposure in 
a PICO-500 scale device. Sub-keV thresholds in argon and xenon also allow detection of CEvNS 
from reactor neutrinos, also shown in Fig. 2. In fact this is the only scalable, discriminating 
nuclear recoil detection technology proposed with the potential for CEvNS detection at a reactor. 

The detector proposed below is capable of running with either an argon or xenon target, with no 
change besides fluid choice and operating temperature. This is important both for WIMP 
searches (argon gives better sensitivity at low WIMP mass, xenon is better at high mass and has 
spin-dependent reach as well) and for CEvNS measurements, where the ratios of cross sections 
on different targets put powerful constraints on the NSI parameter space. For similar reasons, we 
also consider CF4 as a target. While we do not expect the same low threshold performance in CF4 
as in liquid nobles, CF4 does scintillate (weakly) and the fluorine nucleus gives enhanced 
sensitivity both to spin-dependent WIMP scattering and to axial vector NSI. With scintillation 
wavelengths similar to xenon and a vapor pressure between that of argon and xenon, a CF4 target 
is a natural extension to the program described below. 

 
Figure 2: (Left) Sensitivity to spin-independent WIMP coupling of an argon bubble chamber with 100-
eV nuclear recoil detection threshold, showing 5-kg-year and 1-ton-year exposures with only coherent 
neutrino scattering as a background. Figure taken from [12]. (Right) Event rates from CEvNS in xenon 
and argon at the sites of the CONNIE [13] and PROSPECT [14] experiments. 

Research Plan 
Our objective is to design, construct, commission, and calibrate a 5-liter liquid argon bubble 
chamber. In doing so we will (1) demonstrate a scalable technical design for larger scale 
scintillating bubble chambers and (2) test the hypothesis that liquid nobles can be superheated to 
near the thermodynamic limit without encountering bubble nucleation by electron recoils. 

5	kg-year	

1	ton-year	Ar,	100	eV	

–  WIMP	searches	to	solar	ν-floor		(1	–	7	GeV)	
–  O(10)	CEvNS	events	/	kg-day	@	reactor	
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and argon at the sites of the CONNIE [13] and PROSPECT [14] experiments. 

Research Plan 
Our objective is to design, construct, commission, and calibrate a 5-liter liquid argon bubble 
chamber. In doing so we will (1) demonstrate a scalable technical design for larger scale 
scintillating bubble chambers and (2) test the hypothesis that liquid nobles can be superheated to 
near the thermodynamic limit without encountering bubble nucleation by electron recoils. 
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Poten)al	SBC	Specifica%ons	
Parameter	 Value	

Threshold	(Bubble	Nuclea%on)	 100	eVr	(Argon	recoil	energy)	

Resolu%on	(Bubble	Nuclea%on)	 ~100	eVr		(spectrum	built	by	threshold	scan)	

“Quenching”	(Bubble	Nuclea%on)	 1	– Lindhard	≈	0.8	
Threshold	(Scin%lla%on*)	 5	keVr	(single	photon	detected)	

Resolu%on	(Scin%lla%on*)	 Poisson	on	#	photons	detected	

Quenching	(Scin%lla%on*)	 Lindhard	≈	0.2	

Target	Mass	 10-kg	being	built	now,	
scalable	to	1-ton	before	39Ar	becomes	concern	

Background	concerns	 Neutrons	only	(and	no	Pb	shield	->	no	NIN’s)	

Other	unique	features	 Event-by-event	tagging	of	inelas%c	recoils	
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*Scin%lla%on	used	primarily	as	veto	and	for	sideband	studies-	
		Most	reactor	CEvNS	events	will	have	zero	scin%lla%on	signal	
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Summary	
•  Liquid	Noble	Bubble	
Chambers	
– Unique	poten%al	for	
background-free	reactor	
CEvNS	measurements	

– Stay	tuned	as	story	unfolds…	
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If these thresholds can indeed be achieved while maintaining insensitivity to backgrounds, the 
impact on both WIMP and CEvNS detection would be enormous. A 100-eV argon recoil 
detection threshold extends WIMP sensitivity to masses an order of magnitude lower than xenon 
TPCs (LZ), while the scalability and discrimination of the bubble chamber technique enables 
much larger background-free exposures than SuperCDMS-HV. The WIMP sensitivity of a 5-liter 
chamber (the proposed size for this LDRD) with a 1-year exposure and only the coherent 
neutrino scattering background is shown in Fig. 2, along with the reach of a ton-year exposure in 
a PICO-500 scale device. Sub-keV thresholds in argon and xenon also allow detection of CEvNS 
from reactor neutrinos, also shown in Fig. 2. In fact this is the only scalable, discriminating 
nuclear recoil detection technology proposed with the potential for CEvNS detection at a reactor. 

The detector proposed below is capable of running with either an argon or xenon target, with no 
change besides fluid choice and operating temperature. This is important both for WIMP 
searches (argon gives better sensitivity at low WIMP mass, xenon is better at high mass and has 
spin-dependent reach as well) and for CEvNS measurements, where the ratios of cross sections 
on different targets put powerful constraints on the NSI parameter space. For similar reasons, we 
also consider CF4 as a target. While we do not expect the same low threshold performance in CF4 
as in liquid nobles, CF4 does scintillate (weakly) and the fluorine nucleus gives enhanced 
sensitivity both to spin-dependent WIMP scattering and to axial vector NSI. With scintillation 
wavelengths similar to xenon and a vapor pressure between that of argon and xenon, a CF4 target 
is a natural extension to the program described below. 

 
Figure 2: (Left) Sensitivity to spin-independent WIMP coupling of an argon bubble chamber with 100-
eV nuclear recoil detection threshold, showing 5-kg-year and 1-ton-year exposures with only coherent 
neutrino scattering as a background. Figure taken from [12]. (Right) Event rates from CEvNS in xenon 
and argon at the sites of the CONNIE [13] and PROSPECT [14] experiments. 

Research Plan 
Our objective is to design, construct, commission, and calibrate a 5-liter liquid argon bubble 
chamber. In doing so we will (1) demonstrate a scalable technical design for larger scale 
scintillating bubble chambers and (2) test the hypothesis that liquid nobles can be superheated to 
near the thermodynamic limit without encountering bubble nucleation by electron recoils. 

5	kg-year	

1	ton-year	Ar,	100	eV	

	Funding	acknowledgements:	
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Why	Liquid-noble	Bubble	Chambers	
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3 

2.1  Bubble Chamber Overview 

The PICO Collaboration, product of the recent merger between COUPP and PICASSO, uses superheated 
fluids to search for WIMP dark matter.  The baseline PICO detector is a bubble chamber filled with a 

target liquid (C3F8 or CF3I) and run in a moderately superheated state where it is sensitive to the low 

energy nuclear recoils from WIMP scatters but completely insensitive to recoiling electrons and minimum 

ionizing particles, eliminating the gamma and beta backgrounds that plague most dark matter direct 
detection experiments.  A WIMP scatter creating a nuclear recoil over the energy threshold set by the 

temperature and pressure of the chamber creates a single macroscopic bubble. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the typical COUPP or PICO bubble chamber.  The superheated fluid is 
contained in a synthetic silica bell jar.  This jar plus the attached bellows assembly form a clean, sealed 

inner volume, with a buffer fluid (typically water) filling the space above the superheated target.  The 

inner vessel is immersed in a pressure vessel filled with hydraulic fluid.  The bellows on the inner vessel 
serve to balance the pressure between the inner vessel fluids and the hydraulic fluid, preventing any 

differential pressure from building across the wall of the silica vessel. 

Cameras mounted outside the pressure vessel continuously capture stereo images of the target fluid, 

providing both the primary trigger on bubble nucleation and the 3-D position of the event.  On this trigger 
acoustic transducers record the ultrasonic emission from the bubble formation, and the chamber rapidly 

compresses to a non-superheated state, re-condensing the bubble vapor.  Following a ~30 second settling 

time the chamber re-expands to the superheated state, arming for the next event.  Despite this reset period, 
the currently operating COUPP-60 experiment is live >85% of the time when taking physics data. 

Although beta-decays and gamma-interactions will not nucleate bubbles in the superheated fluid, an 

alpha-decay in the fluid will create a single bubble.  This bubble, however, has ~4x greater acoustic 
emission than a bubble nucleated by a nuclear recoil (see Fig. 3).  This effect was first seen by the 

PICASSO Collaboration in superheated droplets [23], and has since been confirmed in COUPP bubble 

chambers [24][8].  The discovery of acoustic alpha discrimination has transformed the bubble chamber 

into a potentially background-free technology for dark matter detection. 

   
Figure 2:  (Left) Schematic of a typical COUPP or PICO bubble chamber showing the target fluid (C3F8 
or CF3I), buffer fluid (water) and hydraulic fluid volumes.  (Right) Stereo images taken from the 

COUPP–60 data, showing the 18-liter CF3I target and a neutron-induced 5-bubble event from an AmBe 

calibration source. 
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Scin%lla%ng	Bubble	Chamber	History	
(Why	they	might	not	work…)	

•  Glaser	built	a	xenon	bubble	
chamber	in	1956	and	found:	

–  No	bubbles	in	pure	xenon	
even	at	~1	keV	threshold	
(with	gamma	source)	

–  Normal	bubble	nuclea%on	in	
98%	xenon	+	2%	ethylene	
(scin%lla%on	completely	
quenched)	
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FIG. 1. Tracks of electrons produced by gamma rays from a
100-mC radium beryllium source placed 8 in. from the center of
a bubble chamber 1 in. in diameter filled with liquid ethylene at—1.8'C. The density of the liquid is about 0.5 gjcm'. The dura-
tion of the light flash is 5 msec and the flash occurred 3 msec
after the expansion was initiated.

escaping in optical radiation, we dissolved some ethylene
in the liquid xenon in the hope that it would "quench"
the scintillation eRect by coll.isions of the second kind.
With less than 2% by weight of ethylene, the bubble
chamber became radiation sensitive and produced.
copious tracks of electrons when exposed to a 25-mC
radium beryllium source of gamma rays as shown in
Fig. 2. A large number of pictures have been taken of
this xenon chamber and indicate that the track forma-
tion is reasonably insensitive to the temperature and
to the proportion of ethylene.
As a particle detector the xenon bubble chamber

has properties similar to those of nuclear emulsion. The
density of the liquid is 2.3 g/crn, the radiation length
is 3.1 cm, and the Coulomb scattering constant is about
the same as that of emulsion. Since the accuracy of
scattering measurements increases as I.', if I is the
length of track measured, the xenon bubble chamber
should yield useful scattering measurements because
of the long track lengths possible, even though the
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FIG. 2. Tracks of electrons produced by gamma rays from a
25-mC radium beryllium source placed 8 in. from the center of
the same chamber filled with liquid xenon containing 2% by
weight of ethylene and operated at —19'C. The density of the
liquid is about 2.3 g/cm' and the lighting conditions are the same
as in Fig. 1.

accuracy of determining coordinates of points on. a
track is less by at least a factor ten than for emulsions.
There is no basic limit on the possible size of xenon
bubble chambers for use with pulsed accelerators. It
competes in cost with large emulsion stacks because the
liquid can be used indefinitely for many experiments.
The main advantages of the xenon bubble chamber
are that scanning of the photographs is easy and gamma
rays can be detected efficiently by their production of
Compton electrons at low gamma energies and electron
pairs at high energies. Association of these gamma rays
with their parent events should be easy because of the
very low background of events per picture in bubble
chambers, and the very rapid bubble growth which
allows simultaneity of events to be estimated by
bubble size to less than a millisecond. It therefore
should be possible, using a xenon bubble chamber, to
study directly those decay modes of unstable particles
involving gamma rays and neutral pions, which decay
rapidly in flight into gamma rays, and other nuclear
processes in which gamma rays are emitted. It should
be possible to determine the energies of gamma rays by
multiple scattering measurements of the electron pairs.
We would like to thank Dr. Cyril Dodd and C.

Graves and L. O. Roellig for help in making some of
the early runs. The Linde Air Products Company gener-
ously donated to the University of Michigan the xenon
used in our experiments.
Tote.—After our experiments were completed, we

learned in a telephone conversation with Dr. Keith
Boyer of the Cyclotron Group at the Los Alamos
Scienti6c Laboratory that the high speed and scintilla-
tion efFiciency of xenon gas depends only very slightly
on pressure from a few millimeters of mercury up to 3
atmospheres. A small admixture of a few tenths of a
percent. of gaseous hydrocarbon, however, is found
to practically destroy the scintillation eRects. If the
same mechanism is at work in the scintillation
"quenching" as in the xenon bubble chamber, we might
expect the large scintillation efFiciency of xenon to
extend to the liquid state at —20'C and 20 atmos-
pheres of pressure.
It seems rather remarkable that the same eRect

should be found under such different thermodynamic
conditions. Perhaps it will be possible to adjust the
percentage of hydrocarbon admixture so that the liquid
xenon retains some of its scintillating efficiency and
also produces bubble tracks. Then one might be able
to observe spatial as well as temporal data for each
nuclear process of interest. Thus decay times of par-
ticles, for example, could be associated with their
identity as revealed by their daughter particles, etc.
*This work was supported partly by the National Science

Foundation and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.' D. A. Glaser, Proceedings of the Fifth Artnttol Rochester Con
ference on High Energy Physics (Interscience Publishers, Inc. ,
New York, 1955).

2 D. A. Glaser and D. C. Rahm, Phys. Rev. 97, 474 (1955).
3 R. Eisberg (private communication).' D. A. Glaser and L. Q. Roellig (to be published).

Phys.Rev.	102,	586	(1956)	



Scin%lla%ng	Bubble	Chamber	History	
(…or	why	they	might	work	really	well)	
•  Scin%lla%on	suppresses	bubble	

nuclea%on?	

–  Electrons	should	be	even	less	
likely	to	make	bubbles	than	in	
freon	chambers	

–  Greater	superheat	(lower	
thresholds)	possible	

–  Nuclear	Recoils	should	be	
largely	unaffected,	thanks	to	
Lindhard	Effect	
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FIG. 1. Tracks of electrons produced by gamma rays from a
100-mC radium beryllium source placed 8 in. from the center of
a bubble chamber 1 in. in diameter filled with liquid ethylene at—1.8'C. The density of the liquid is about 0.5 gjcm'. The dura-
tion of the light flash is 5 msec and the flash occurred 3 msec
after the expansion was initiated.

escaping in optical radiation, we dissolved some ethylene
in the liquid xenon in the hope that it would "quench"
the scintillation eRect by coll.isions of the second kind.
With less than 2% by weight of ethylene, the bubble
chamber became radiation sensitive and produced.
copious tracks of electrons when exposed to a 25-mC
radium beryllium source of gamma rays as shown in
Fig. 2. A large number of pictures have been taken of
this xenon chamber and indicate that the track forma-
tion is reasonably insensitive to the temperature and
to the proportion of ethylene.
As a particle detector the xenon bubble chamber

has properties similar to those of nuclear emulsion. The
density of the liquid is 2.3 g/crn, the radiation length
is 3.1 cm, and the Coulomb scattering constant is about
the same as that of emulsion. Since the accuracy of
scattering measurements increases as I.', if I is the
length of track measured, the xenon bubble chamber
should yield useful scattering measurements because
of the long track lengths possible, even though the
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FIG. 2. Tracks of electrons produced by gamma rays from a
25-mC radium beryllium source placed 8 in. from the center of
the same chamber filled with liquid xenon containing 2% by
weight of ethylene and operated at —19'C. The density of the
liquid is about 2.3 g/cm' and the lighting conditions are the same
as in Fig. 1.

accuracy of determining coordinates of points on. a
track is less by at least a factor ten than for emulsions.
There is no basic limit on the possible size of xenon
bubble chambers for use with pulsed accelerators. It
competes in cost with large emulsion stacks because the
liquid can be used indefinitely for many experiments.
The main advantages of the xenon bubble chamber
are that scanning of the photographs is easy and gamma
rays can be detected efficiently by their production of
Compton electrons at low gamma energies and electron
pairs at high energies. Association of these gamma rays
with their parent events should be easy because of the
very low background of events per picture in bubble
chambers, and the very rapid bubble growth which
allows simultaneity of events to be estimated by
bubble size to less than a millisecond. It therefore
should be possible, using a xenon bubble chamber, to
study directly those decay modes of unstable particles
involving gamma rays and neutral pions, which decay
rapidly in flight into gamma rays, and other nuclear
processes in which gamma rays are emitted. It should
be possible to determine the energies of gamma rays by
multiple scattering measurements of the electron pairs.
We would like to thank Dr. Cyril Dodd and C.

Graves and L. O. Roellig for help in making some of
the early runs. The Linde Air Products Company gener-
ously donated to the University of Michigan the xenon
used in our experiments.
Tote.—After our experiments were completed, we

learned in a telephone conversation with Dr. Keith
Boyer of the Cyclotron Group at the Los Alamos
Scienti6c Laboratory that the high speed and scintilla-
tion efFiciency of xenon gas depends only very slightly
on pressure from a few millimeters of mercury up to 3
atmospheres. A small admixture of a few tenths of a
percent. of gaseous hydrocarbon, however, is found
to practically destroy the scintillation eRects. If the
same mechanism is at work in the scintillation
"quenching" as in the xenon bubble chamber, we might
expect the large scintillation efFiciency of xenon to
extend to the liquid state at —20'C and 20 atmos-
pheres of pressure.
It seems rather remarkable that the same eRect

should be found under such different thermodynamic
conditions. Perhaps it will be possible to adjust the
percentage of hydrocarbon admixture so that the liquid
xenon retains some of its scintillating efficiency and
also produces bubble tracks. Then one might be able
to observe spatial as well as temporal data for each
nuclear process of interest. Thus decay times of par-
ticles, for example, could be associated with their
identity as revealed by their daughter particles, etc.
*This work was supported partly by the National Science

Foundation and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.' D. A. Glaser, Proceedings of the Fifth Artnttol Rochester Con
ference on High Energy Physics (Interscience Publishers, Inc. ,
New York, 1955).

2 D. A. Glaser and D. C. Rahm, Phys. Rev. 97, 474 (1955).
3 R. Eisberg (private communication).' D. A. Glaser and L. Q. Roellig (to be published).

Phys.Rev.	102,	586	(1956)	



Acous%c	–	Scin%lla%on	Coincidence	
•  < 1%	accidental	
coincidence	rate	
in	calibra%on	
data	

•  Slope	=	speed	of	
sound	in	xenon	
(to	20%)	
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Scin%lla%on	Spectra	

•  Scin%lla%on	unaffected	by	superheated	state	
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